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(57) ABSTRACT 

Amethod, an apparatus and a computer program product for 
converting an XML encoded document into an equivalent 
SQL table are provided. An arbitrary XML DTD may be 
converted into an equivalent form by means of Which 
individual node documents stored in the SQL table may be 
directly accessed. The SQL table is able to be converted 
back into an XML document of similar structure to the 
original document from Which the table Was derived. A set 
of operations Which can be performed on the SQL table is 
also disclosed. An arbitrarily complex XML document may 
be broken into suitably siZed portions, each of Which can be 
managed independently as a standalone XML document 
Without compromising the validity of the document as a 
Whole. The management of these portions takes advantage 
of the speed, robustness and maturity of RDBMS systems, 
While maintaining the hierarchical structure inherent in all 
XML documents. 

PUBLIC "-lfl'imeBase Ltdl/DTD Sample Chapterl/EN"> 

<!- This document Illustrates MALTbase conversions. _ 
Note the! the node elements ane: chapter, pan. SECUOH, note. -> 

<deac sdateI'1 996-07-1 5"> Directors‘ Responslbllitles<ldes<> 

<note> 

<Isection> 

<llnk>The next part is Part B<mnk> 

<desc sdale="1996-07-15‘ edate="2001-03-22"> 
Corporate Governance Ad<ldesr> 

<desc sdate="2001-03-23"> 
Corporate Gcvemanue and Dlsclosure Ad<ldesc> 

<link>The next chapter ls Chapter 3D<I|ink> 
<lchapter> 
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191! 

<!.. 
Sample XML DTD fragment 210 

Public ID; "-llTimeBase Ltd/[Sample Chapter/IEN“ f 
..> 220 

<IELEMENT chapter (label, desch (part I note)+, Ilnk?) > 
<A1TUST chapter 

shortref CDATA #REQUIRED > 
2 230 

<IELEMENT pan (label. desc+, (section | note)+) , link7> E 
<ATI'LIST part 

ShO?l'Bf CDATA #REOUIRED 
sdate CDATA #IMPLIED 
edate CDATA #IMPLIED > 

<!ELEMENT section (label. desc7, p+, note‘) > 0 
<ATTLIST sec?on {4 

shortref CDATA #REQUIRED 
sdate CDATA #IMPLI ED 
edate CDATA #IMPLIED > 

‘ 250 

<IELEMENT note (p+) > }45' 

<!ELEMENT label (#PCDATA) > 

<A'ITLIST dasc 
sdate CDATA #IMPLIED 

<l ELEMENT deSC (#PCDATA) > } 260 

edate CDATA #IMPLIED > 

<l ELEMENT p (#PCDATA) > 

<IELEMENT link (#PCDATA) > 
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1-229 

<!__ 310 
Sample XML DTD fragment modi?ed for MALTbase 

Public ID: "-l/TimeBase Ltdl/MALTbase Sample Chapterl/EN" 
--> 320 

<IELEMENT chapter (label, desc+, 
((pan | MALTbasezpan) | (note | MALTbasa:note))+, link?) > 

<IATTLIST chapterv ' 

shortmf ODATA #REQUIRED > 325 

<!ELEMENT MALTbasmchapter EMPTY > - 
<!ATTL|ST MALTbaserchapter xmlnszMALTbase CDATA #FIXED “http:/ImaltccmlxmlnslMALTbase'} 

child-Id CDATA #REQUIRED > 

<!ELEMENT part (label. desc+, } 
330 

((section | MALTbasezsection) I (note | MALTbase:note))+. link?) > 
<|ATTLI$T part 

shortref CDATA #REQUIRED > 

<!ELEMENT MALTbasazpart EMPTY > } 
335 

<IA1TL|ST MALTbase:part 
xmlns:MALTbase CDATA #FIXED "http:/ImaltoomlxmlnslMALTbaso 
child-id CDATA #REQUIRED > 

340 
<IELEMENT section (label, desc’l, p+. (note | MALTbaSBi?OiOY) > 
<IATI'LIST section 5 

shortref CDATA #REQUIRED 
sdata CDATA #IMPLIED 
edate CDATA #IMPLIED > 

<!ELEMENT MALTbase=sec?on EMPTY > 
<!ATI'LIST MALTbasmsection 

xmlnsMALTbasa CDATA #FIXED "http:/Imaltcon?xmlns/NIALTbase" 
chIld-ld CDATA #REQUIRED > s 

3 0 
<!ELEMENT note (9*) > 4-5’; 355 

<!ELEMENT MALTbasemote EMPTY > f 
<!ATTLIST note 

xmlns:MALTbase CDATA #FIXED "httmllmaltcomlxmlnslMALTbase" 
chlld-Id CDATA #REQUIRED > 

<IELEMENT label (#PCDATA) > 

345 

Fig. 3 
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Sample DTD - original form 
Public ID: "-llxYz Pty Ltdl/DTD samplel/EN" 

<!ELEMENT level-1 (level-2 | text)’ > 
<!ATTLIST level-4 

name CDATA #REQUIRED > 

clELEMENT level-2 (level-3 | text) * > 
< lA'I‘TLIST level-2 

name CDA'I‘A #REQUIRED : 

<1ELEMENT level-3 (text'i) :: 
<IAT'1‘LIS’1‘ level-3 

name CDATA #REQUIRBD > 

<lBLBMENT text. (#PCDATA) > 

Fig. 4a 
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<?xm1 vers1on="1.0"?> 
<iDOCTYPE MALTbasewhapter 

PUBLIC '-'-llTimeBase Ltdl/MAL'I'base DTD Sampie ChapterI/EN“> 

<!- This document Illuslrates MALTbase conversions. 
Note that the node elements are: chapter, part, section, note. -> 

<MALTbase=chapter chIld-id="3"l> 

Fig. 5a 

<?xml versi0n="1.0"?> 
<IDOCTYPE chapter 

PUBLIC "- ITimeBase Ltdl/MALTbase DT D Sampie ChapterI/EN"> 

u 

<chaptar shortref="Ch 3"> 
<label>3<nabel> 
<desc sdate="1 996-07-15">Directors' Responsibilitnes<ldesc> 

<MALTbaee:part child-id="1"l> 
<MALTbase=part chiId-id="2"l> 

¢llnk>The next chapter is Chapter 3D<llink> 
<Ichapter> 

Fig. 5b 

<?xml versl0n="1.0"?> 
<!DOCTYPE part 

PUBLIC 'JITimeBase Ltd/IMALTbase DTD Sample Chapter/IEN"> 

<part shortref="Ch 3, Pt A'> 
<label>A<llabel> 
<desc sdate="1 996-074 5">Common Law<ldesc> 

<mALTbasezsection child-id="40"l> 
<MALTbase:sectlon child-id="80"l> 
<MALTbaaom0te chlld-ld="b0"/> 

<link>The next part is Part B<Illnk> 
<lpart> 

Fig. 5c 
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5.7.9 
72 74 76 

. i 77 
child id parent ld content é 
NULL NULL root node 78 

3 NULL convened chap 3 E 
1 l3 converted Bart A § 
40 /3/l convened s 56 79 
08 /3/1/40 converted s 56 note 
80 /3/l convened 5 56A 
b0 l3/1 convened part A note 
2 l3 converted part B 
80 /3/2 converted s 57 

Fig. 7 
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Changes not affecting placeholders are simply stored thus 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<1DOC'1'YPE level-2 

PUBLIC "—//XYZ Pty Lcd//MALTbaae Sample Document//EN"> 
<1evel-2 name-"mama"> 

<text>My porridge is too cold</text> 
<MAL'1'baSe:leve1-3 child-id="1"/> 
<cext>My poor darling. Cali the po1ice.</'cexc>' 
<eext>cee the fire brigade while you're at ie.</tozt> 

</1eve1-2> 
Nothing else changes. 

Fig. 9a 

To delete a node, remove the placeholder from the parent: 

<?xml varsiom" 1 . 0"?> 
< IDOCTYPE level-2 

PUBLIC " - HXYZ Pty Ltd/IMAL'l‘base Sample Documentl/KN“ > 
<1eve1 - 2 name: "mama“ > 

<text >My porridge is :00 cold</cexc> 
<l - - mama node is now childless - -> 

<texc >My poor darling . Call the police . </t:exe> 

</ level -2 > 
The system will automatically remove the deleted node(s) when this node is saved. 

I 

Fig. 9b 
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Add the material to be inserted straight into the prospective parent: 

<'?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!DOC'1'YPB level-1 
PUBLIC "-IIXYZ Pty Ltdl/MALTbase Sample Document//EN"> 

<1eva1-1 name="papa"> 
<cextz>My porridge is too hot;</cext> 
<MAL'I'baae:1eve1.-2 chi1d-id-"1"/> (mama node) 
<1eva1-2 name=" c 1od"> 

<text>A11o a11ol Not’: all this then?</t:axt> 

M35: 
<MALTbase:1eve1-2 ch11d-1d="2"/> (goldllocks) 

</1eve1-1> 

Fig. 90(1) 

When the node is saved, the following new node (id=/1/ 1.5) is created: 

< IDOCTYPE level-2 
PUBLIC "-//XYZ PCY LtdHMAL'I‘base Sample Document/[HIM 

<1evel-2 name="pc p1od"> 
<cext>A11o e110! Wot‘ s all this thBn?</text> 

</1eve1-2> 

Fig. 90(2) 
and the inserted text ryplmed (in papa node) by a placeholder: 

<?xml version=-"1.0"?>_ 
< IDOCTYPB level-1 

PUBLIC "-l/XYZ Ptzy Ltdf/MALTbase Sample Document//EN"> 
<1eve1-1 name="papa"> 
<cext>My porridge is too hot<ltext> 
<MALTba9e:1eve1-2 child-id="1"/> (mama node) 
<MAL'1'base : level -2 child- 16-"). . 5'I /> @c plod) 
<MALTbaae:leve1-2 chi1d—1d-"2"/> (goldllockr) 

</level-1> 

Fig. 9c(3) 

Fig. 9c 
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Change the order of the existing placeholders: 
<?xm1 version: "1 . O"?> 
< lDOCTYPE level - 1 

PUBLIC " - / /xYz Pty Ltd/ /MALTbase Sample Document/ IEN" > 
<1eve1-1 namea"papa"> 

<text >My porridge is too hot<lcext> 
<MALTbas1e: level -2 child- id= " 2 " / > (goldilocks) 
dud-‘rinse : level -2 child- id: " 1" /> (mama node) 

Fig. 9d(1) 

The. system modi?es the child IDs so they stay in ascending order: 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<IDOCTYPB level-1 

PUBLIC "-l/XYZ Pty Ltd/IMAL'I’base Sample Document//EN"> 
<leve1-1 nama="papa"> 

<text>My porridge is too hot<ltext> 
<MALTbaae : level -2 child- id= "2 ' /> (goldilodc) 
<MAL'rbase : level-2 child-uh"?! '/> (mama has a new ID) 

</leve1-1> 

Fig. 9:1(2) 

Fig. 9d 
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MAINTENANCE OF A MARKUP LANGUAGE 
DOCUMENT IN A DATABASE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims priority of US. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/332253 ?led on Nov. 16, 
2001, the contents of Which are incorporated herein by 
reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to elec 
tronic documents and, in particular, to the storage and 
maintenance of complex text-based documents. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] International Publication No. WO 98/34179 (PCT/ 
AU98/00050) in the name of Time Base Pty Ltd and 
published on 6 Aug. 1998 and counterpart US. Pat. No. 
6,233,592 issued on 15 May 2001 to Schnelle et al. are 
incorporated herein by reference. In these documents, an 
electronic publishing system is disclosed that provides a 
sparse multidimensional matrix of data using a set of ?at ?le 
records. In particular, the computer-implemented system 
publishes an electronic publication using text-based data. 
Prede?ned portions of the text-based data are stored and 
used for the publication. At least one of the prede?ned 
portions is modi?ed, and the modi?ed version is stored as 
Well. The prede?ned portion is typically a block of text, 
greater in siZe than a single Word, but less than an entire 
document. Thus, for example, in the case of legislation, the 
prede?ned portion may be a section of the Act. Each 
prede?ned portion and the modi?ed portion(s) are marked 
up With one or more links using a markup language, pref 
erably Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) or 
eXtensble Markup Language @(ML). The system also has 
attributes, each being a point on an axis of a multidimen 
sional space for organising the prede?ned portions and the 
modi?ed portion(s) of the text-based data. This system is 
simply referred to as the Multi Access Layer Technology or 
“MAL ” system hereinafter. 

[0004] Australian Patent Application No. 65470/00 ?led 
on 12 Oct. 2000 in the name of TimeBase Pty Ltd. Canadian 
Patent Application No. 2323245 ?led on 12 Oct. 2000 in the 
name of TimeBase Pty Ltd, NeW Zealand Patent Application 
No. 507510 ?led on 12 Oct. 2000 in the name of TimeBase 
Pty Ltd and US. patent application Ser. No. 09/689927 ?ed 
on 12 Oct. 2000 in the names of Fessing et al. are incorpo 
rated herein by reference. 

[0005] Large or complex text-based datasets are typically 
hierarchical in nature. In the storage, maintenance and 
publication of such data, a ma language capable of describ 
ing such hierarchies is commonly used. XML is one such 
markup language that is more commonly used, particularly 
in the print, electronic or online publishing industries, and 
for government or public records or technical documentation 
XML data is stored typically either in “?at” text ?les 
encoded in ASCII, Unicode, or other standard text encoding, 
or in a “native” XML database. 

[0006] The ?at text ?les may be part of a document 
management system. Such a document management system 
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may be based on a relational database. Document manage 
ment systems deal With a document as a Whole and are able 
to store relevant data about each document. HoWever, docu 
ment management systems are typically not designed to 
operate on data (XML elements) Within such documents. 
Consequently, a document management system does not 
typically operate on all (or even a substantial number of the) 
XML elements contained in ?at text ?les on Which the 
document managing system is operating. An XML database, 
in contrast, operates on all XML elements of the XML data 
that the XML database is storing and, consequently, XML 
databases must manage large amounts of data and detail. As 
a result, document management systems have a limited 
usefulness resulting from a lack of precision, and XML 
databases are overWhelmed by the multiplicity of XML 
elements that are to be managed. 

[0007] Attempts have been made to transform XML data 
into a set of Structured Query Language (SQL) relational 
database tables. SQL is a database technology that provides 
a user With poWerful query functionality and poWerful data 
management tools. SQL possesses the stability of a mature 
technology, Whereas XML databases are still a relatively 
immature technology and thus possess a degree of instabil 
ity. SQL is a fast and ef?cient technology, and a Wide choice 
of softWare and hardWare manufacturers offer or support 
SQL databases. 

[0008] Object relational mapping techniques are typically 
used to convert XML data into relational databases. Con 
ventional object relational mapping techniques, hoWever, 
often attempt to capture all of the document hierarchy. This 
is almost never necessary and can result in substantial siZe 
and performance penalties in the resulting SQL tables. Such 
object relational mapping techniques typically result in a far 
larger number of SQL tables than is necessary. 

[0009] Thus, a need exists for providing an ef?cient 
method for converting a markup language document to a set 
of database tables, such that the conversion is reversible. The 
set consists of a small, ?xed number of tables and may 
consist of a single table. A further need exists for providing 
a method for converting a markup language document to a 
set of database tables, such that the converted markup 
language document can be maintained Without requiring a 
conversion back to the original markup language format of 
the document. 

SUMMARY 

[0010] According to a ?rst aspect of the invention, there is 
provided a method for converting a document encoded in a 
markup language into a format for mapping to a database 
table, the method including the steps of: 

[0011] replacing the content of at least one node in the 
document stored in a ?rst storage unit With a placeholder and 
storing the replaced content in a separate data storage unit 
associated With the corresponding node, the node being an 
instance of a node element selected from a node element set; 
and 

[0012] modifying a formal de?nition of markup rules 
associated With the document to recognise the placeholder. 

[0013] According to a second aspect of the invention there 
is provided an apparatus for converting a document encoded 
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in a markup language into a format for mapping to a 
database table, the apparatus including: 

[0014] a device for replacing the content of at least one 
node in the document stored in a ?rst storage unit With a 
placeholder and storing the replaced content in a separate 
data storage unit associated With the corresponding node, the 
node being an instance of a node element selected from a 
node element set; and 

[0015] a device for modifying a formal de?nition of 
markup rules associated With the document to recognise the 
placeholder. 

[0016] According to a third aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a computer program product having a 
computer readable median having a computer program 
recorded therein for converting a document encoded in a 
markup language into a format for mapping to a database 
table, the computer program product including: 

[0017] a computer program code device for replacing the 
content of at least one node in the document stored in a ?rst 
storage unit With a placeholder and storing the replaced 
content in a separate data storage unit associated With the 
corresponding node, the node to being an instance of a node 
element selected from a node element set; and 

[0018] a computer program code device for modifying a 
formal de?nition of markup rules associated With the docu 
ment to recognise the placeholder. 

[0019] According to a fourth aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a method for converting an eXtensible 
Markup Language @(ML) encoded document into an 
equivalent Structured Query Language (SQL) table struc 
ture, the method including the steps of: 

[0020] determining a node element set for the XML 
encoded document, Wherein each node element in the node 
element set is a discrete level of the document; 

[0021] determining one or more nodes of the XML 
encoded document, each node being an instance of a node 
element; 

[0022] allocating to each node a unique node identi?er; 
and 

[0023] assembling the XML content of each node by 
performing the further steps of: 

[0024] assembling XML content of the corresponding 
node element; 

[0025] creating a separate sub-document for each node 
by inserting as a pre?x a standard XML processing 
instruction, plus a DOCTYPE declaration, Where the 
DOCTYPE element is the node element, and the public 
ID is the same as that of the original DTD, except that 
the Word MALTbase is inserted as a pre?x to the 
descriptor; 

[0026] replacing any sub-node elements With equivalent 
empty placeholder elements in Which the namespace 
MALTbase: has been inserted as a pre?x to a element 
name, Wherein the only non-?xed attribute is a child 
ID, being the ID of the sub-node relative to all other 
sub-nodes Within the sub-node’s parent; and 
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[0027] constructing a node table record to hold the 
content. 

[0028] According to a ?fth aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a method for converting an eXtensible 
Markup Language (XML) Document Type De?nition 
(DTD) into a form suitable for accessing pre-processed node 
content, the method comprising the steps of: 

[0029] declaring a neW MALTbase empty placeholder 
element for each node element in the node element set; 

[0030] modifying each content model referring to a node 
element to refer in addition to an equivalent MALTbase 
placeholder element; 
[0031] inserting the Word MALTbase as a pre?x to a 
descriptor of a public identi?er to produce a modi?ed public 
identi?er; and 

[0032] 
DTD. 

allocating the modi?ed public identi?er to the neW 

[0033] According to a sixth aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a method for converting an eXtensible 
Markup Language (XML) Document Type De?nition 
(DTD) into a form suitable for accessing pre-processed node 
content, the method comprising the steps of: 

[0034] duplicating the XML DTD to create a neW DTD; 

[0035] assigning the noW DTD a public identi?er that is 
the same as the public ID of the XML DTD except that the 
Word MALTbase is inserted as a pre?x to the descriptor; 

[0036] creating a neW placeholder element for every ele 
ment in the node element set, each the placeholder element 
having MALTbase: inserted as a pre?x to the name, an 
empty content model; and an ATTLIST containing the tWo 
attributes: 

[0037] child-id CDATA #REQUIRED 

[0038] xmlnszMALTbase CDATA #FIXED “http://WWW 
.malt.com/xmlns/MAL”Ibase”; and 

[0039] replacing every occurrence of a node element in 
any content model With a group consisting of tWo altema 
tives, the original element and its MALTbase equivalent. 

[0040] According to a seventh aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a method for reconverting a MALT 
base Structured Query Language (SQL) table back into an 
equivalent eXtensible Markup Language @(ML) document, 
the method including the steps of: 

[0041] creating an XML document from root node content 
in Which the MALTbase pre?xes are removed from DTD 
public ID and the DOCTYPE; 

[0042] replacing each placeholder element in the resulting 
document With the equivalent element from the correspond 
ing sub-document; 
[0043] repeating the above step until no further placehold 
ers remain. 

[0044] According to an eighth aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a method for maintaining an eXten 
sible Markup Language (XML) document in MALTbase 
Structured Query Language (SQL) form, Without the need 
for reconverting the document to XML the method com 
prising the steps of: 
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[0045] 
[0046] activating an edit function that locks the node for 
Writing and establishes an edit session in Which an editing 
tool manages content of a node; and 

locating the node to be edited; 

[0047] Writing the updated content back into the node 
record, When the edit session is ?nished. 

[0048] According to a ninth aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a method for saving a modi?ed node 
(principal node), the method comprising the steps of: 

[0049] generating a list of placeholders in the principal 
node; 

[0050] generating a list of existing sub-nodes from a 
database; 

[0051] pairing olf placeholders and sub-nodes; 

[0052] deleting from the database any sub-node and the 
sub-node’s descendants, if that sub-node is not matched 
against a placeholder; 

[0053] creating a duplicate node for each placeholder not 
currently a sub-node of the principal node; 

[0054] assigning a provisional ID to each duplicate node, 
Wherein each ID consists of the ID of the principal node, a 
provisional child ID Within the principal node, and a trailing 
portion of the ID, if the neW node is a descendant of the node 
being copied. 

[0055] scanning the list of matched placeholders in docu 
ment order; 

[0056] assigning a provisional child ID to any placeholder 
that has a loWer child ID than any one of the placeholder’s 
siblings that have already been scanned; 

[0057] performing a standard MALTbase XML-to-SQL 
conversion on each sub-node element (not being a place 
holder) present; 

[0058] creating neW SQL records for each of the sub-node 
elements; 

[0059] assigning a provisional ID to each neW node; 

[0060] assigning a provisional child ID Within the princi 
pal node; 

[0061] replacing the text of each sub-node element in the 
principal node With a neW placeholder; and 

[0062] assigning permanent child IDs to the placeholders 
to replace the provisional segment in the ID of each corre 
sponding sub-node (or descendant). 

[0063] According to another aspect of the invention there 
is provided a computer program product including a com 
puter readable medium having recorded thereon a computer 
program for implementing any one of the methods described 
above. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0064] One or more embodiments of the present invention 
are described hereinafter With reference to the draWings, in 
Which: 
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[0065] FIG. 1 shoWs a sample XML document fragment; 

[0066] FIG. 2 shoWs an original DTD fragment for the 
XML fragment of FIG. 1; 

[0067] FIG. 3 shoWs a MALTbase DTD fragment corre 
sponding to the DTD fragment of FIG. 2; 

[0068] FIG. 4a shoWs a sample DTD; 

[0069] FIG. 4b shoWs the DTD of FIG. 4a modi?ed in 
accordance With MALTbase principles; 

[0070] FIG. 5a shoWs the mapped content of the root node 
of FIG. 1; 

[0071] FIG. 5b shoWs the mapped content of the chapter 
node of FIG. 1; 

[0072] FIG. 5c shows the mapped content of the ?rst part 
node of FIG. 1; 

[0073] FIG. 6a shoWs a sample XML document; 

[0074] FIG. 6b shoWs a root node corresponding to the 
XML document of FIG. 6a; 

[0075] FIG. 6c-fshoW sub-nodes of the root node of FIG. 
6; 
[0076] FIG. 7 shoWs a minimal SQL node table corre 
sponding to the document fragment of FIG. 1; 

[0077] FIG. 8 shoWs a sample nodes table corresponding 
to the XML document of FIG. 6a; 

[0078] FIGS. 9a-d illustrate the results of simple database 
operations an the node set of FIGS. 6b-f; 

[0079] FIGS. 10a-f shoW a graphical representation of a 
SQL node Write-back; and 

[0080] FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram representa 
tion of a general-purpose computer system on Which a 
method for converting XML data into SQL tables may be 
practised. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0081] A method, an apparatus and a computer program 
product for converting a markup language document into an 
equivalent database table are described. Preferably, the 
markup language is XML and the debase is a SQL database. 
In the folloWing description, numerous details are set forth. 
It Will be apparent to one skilled in the art, hoWever, that the 
present invention may be practised Without these speci?c 
details. In other instances, Well-knoWn features are not 
described in detail so as not to obscure the present invention. 
While the folloWing description refers to an XML document, 
the principles embodied therein can readily be extended to 
encompass arbitrary collections of XML documents. 

[0082] Where reference is made in any one or more of the 
accompanying draWings to steps and/or features, Which have 
the same reference numerals, those steps and/or features 
have for the purposes of this description the same func 
tion(s) or operation(s), unless the contrary intention appears. 

XML to SQL Conversion 

[0083] A method of conversion is disclosed for producing 
an SQL rendition of an XML document that preserves 
document order, hierarchy, and all other links and relation 
ships. Such a method of conversion preferably limits the 
number of tables and records and the amount of real time 






































